Kawasaki Disease

Kawasaki disease is not caused by wanting to own a beautiful motorbike but is named after
the Japanese doctor who first discovered it. Tomisaku Kawasaki published the first Englishlanguage report of 50 patients with Kawasaki disease (KD) in 1974. Since that time, KD has
become the leading cause of acquired heart disease among children in North America and
Japan.1 Please read the whole article until you reach the section on Kawasaki disease at the
end and keep an open mind because what is revealed is truly monstrous.

The mother of all conspiracy theories?
I call this the mother of conspiracy theories and I do it rather tongue in cheek because I believe
that there is a lot of truth in what I am about to say but as usual you must make your own
mind up. Let me recap what got me here. When Covid-19 appeared on the scene I followed
every twist and turn from the beginning and changed my mind as more evidence became
available. In my view that is the correct way to approach a problem. I saw the blame for the
outbreak shift from bat soup, to a Chinese bio-lab, to the USA etc. I saw the preparations
made by Bill Gates in Event 201 and his patents etc and other simulations run by the military
etc. I saw the corruption of the WHO. I saw the involvement of many countries with
bioweapons etc.

Into this mix I threw my own investigation demonstrating that the code of the RNA spike
protein identified as the culprit2 (ccucggcgggca) calculates an English gematria ordinal value
of 72.3 This aroused my curiosity because I know that the number of Gentile nations in Genesis
10 (LXX) is 72.4 The Jewish Sanhedrin (70) together with Moses and Aaron was meant to be
a holy nation who would eventually rule the 72 gentile nations. However, I thought that it
was just one of those coincidences until I put the word gentile in the calculator and it also
gave the value 72. I started to get excited then and put the word covid in the calculator and
it gave 53. Then I realised that 53+19 (Covid-19) equals 72. What is the probability of that
occurring? Nevertheless, I still had doubts because it seems so incredible but then I came
across an article that mentioned the Rule of 72. I never even knew it existed and when I

investigated it blew my mind. I found a video on Investopedia that explained that the rule of
72 was an easy way to calculate compound interest. 5 That decided it for me because God
allowed the Jews to charge interest to gentiles but not to their own.6 This became the method
through which the Jews conquer the 72 gentile nations – with debt finance. The Federal
Reserve is monetizing all debt and buying the world for pennies. It has offered dollar swap
lines to the other Central Banks. Soon it will own everything, and the Federal Reserve is owned
by Rothschild. At the point when no one can repay the debt we will convert to digital
blockchain. A new monetary system is coming, and we will be locked into it permanently.
Moreover, in the meantime they are bankrupting all small businesses and getting everyone
ready for Universal Basic Income.

So, the spike code is telling us how they will dominate the world. A twelve-letter code
(twelve tribes) that contains five g’s (5G ccucggcgggca) to rule the 72 goyim nations. The virus
is malware. This is an AI intelligence operation and the life hackers could not resist signing
their destructive virus to show us how smart they are. However, evil is not smart it is stupid.
And by the way God never intended you to rule the world through causing misery and debt
and funding wars. He intended Jew and Gentile to be one people united in messiah. It is one
thing to exploit hostile nations but another to abuse the trust of those who have behaved
kindly towards you.

So, the next stage of the journey is that I realized that something else was going on. Yes,
there is a bad flu (influenza) season happening but also complemented with something else
(Covid-19) which does not look like flu at all. When everything is being recorded as Covid-19
(including influenza) and when the test itself is not accurate (giving false positives and false
negatives) how can you be sure of anything? To suggest that Covid-19 is something other
than a virus is completely ridiculous and unscientific. That is a statement we can all agree
on especially the scientists among us. If that is the case then, how come the virus was not
isolated using Koch’s principles?7 Can you, Mr scientist who sits in your ivory tower (and has
already manipulated climate change data) please explain? You do not even know what you
are looking at because you did not follow the scientific principles. So, something else is going
on.

The storm is coming
This is a phrase that is often heard on the lips of Qanon
supporters who think that Trump will launch a storm
on his opponents. However, it means something
entirely different to what they assume. It is a “cytokine
storm” the virus triggers a severe immune response in
their lungs. This causes the production of inflammatory
molecules called cytokines, which results in a “cytokine
storm.” The lungs fill with water and become
impermeable to oxygen, causing even mechanical
ventilation to fail to rescue these patients.8

The NY doctor who recently appeared as a whistle blower declared that ventilation which is
introducing oxygen under pressure when the patient was in an induced coma is damaging
lungs. He appealed to use other oxygenation methods. He called the syndrome ARDS.

People cannot breathe. They cannot take up the oxygen. It is a bit like “altitude sickness”
when people are on top of Mt Everest. It is known as HAPE (High altitude pulmonary edema)
and it is proposed to use the same medication to treat it.9 Others have noted a connection
between oxygen depletion and 5G.10 4-5G are associated with causing an increase in flu-like
symptoms. 5G has apparently also been associated with biological interference with
oxygenation.
•

•
•

60-GHz oxygen band: Precise experimental profiles and extended absorption
modelling in a wide temperature range [2011, Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy
& Radiative Transfer]
Evaluation of the Potential Biological Effects of the 60-GHz Millimetre Waves Upon
Human Cells [2009, IEEE]
Fixed Wireless Communications at 60GHz Unique Oxygen Absorption Properties
[2001, Shigeaki Hakusui, Harmonix Corporation]

I am starting to think that the warnings about the danger of 5G posted by Joe Imbriano in his
video’s is correct. That is 60 GHz 5G (microwaves) will be absorbed by oxygen in an intense
way. Is it this that causes the “storm” as the body tries to fight the radiation? It is an auto
immune reaction. The consequence is that the body releases “virus type” particles (solvents)
as a reaction trying to repair itself leading in some cases to a “cytokine storm” that was caused
by the microwave excitation of oxygen. Even Scientific American says that “We Have No
Reason to Believe 5G Is Safe”11

Kawasaki Disease
It was watching the UK column that mentioned this disease in connection with Covid that
prompted me to do a search where I found the following article:

The form of Kawasaki that doctors found was atypical, that is, it did not display all the usual
symptoms of the disease only some of them. The diagram below shows the typical symptoms
in children.

The Guardian article says:
“Australian paediatric doctors will change their approach to children with a little understood
illness that causes blood vessels to become inflamed and in some cases leads to heart disease,
following overseas reports that Covid-19 may be associated with the rare condition.
NHS officials wrote to general practitioners urging them to refer children with symptoms of
Kawasaki and toxic shock syndrome to hospital following a rise in children needing intensive
care treatment”.
“It’s increasingly recognized that Covid-19 hasn’t read the textbook about what it should be
doing as a respiratory virus,” he said. “The adults who have been getting very unwell and
dying in the second week around day seven have pathology results that show a lot is
happening in the blood vessels in the lungs, rather than the air sacs themselves. Toxic shock
syndrome and Kawasaki affects the blood vessels. So these severe symptoms in some children
is in keeping with the idea this virus is unusual and causes lots of problems in blood vessels.”12

So, this is another auto-immune reaction – toxic shock or a “cytokine storm” resulting in fever
rashes sore mouth tongue (strawberry tongue) and aneurisms. The blood vessels (especially
in the heart) get bulges and weak spots. It can cause long term damage in children. However,
if not all the symptoms are present (atypical) it could look like a bad flu or like covid.

No one seems to know what causes the disease – Spores? Virus? Chemicals? The worse
cases were in Japan but there may have been cases elsewhere but if you are not aware then
it could easily be mistaken for something else. In any event, some scientists associated the
disease outbreaks in Japan with the prevailing wind direction from China. They hypothesized
that something was being carried “on the wind” but could not isolate a vector. Well as we all
know correlation does not mean causation. Without a vector this could just be happenstance.
The next image comes from their report:13

This is how the disease is described: Kawasaki disease is an acute, necrotizing vasculitis of
unknown etiology. That is a fancy way of saying “we don’t know where it comes from”.

The epidemics occurred in March/May 1979, May 1982 and March 1986. So, the epidemics
were seasonal. This is spring and is the famous “cherry blossom season” in Japan which can
start in March, but the cold weather can push the peak bloom all the way to mid-April, still
showing at the start of May. It can be extremely cold, wet, and windy during the Cherry
Blossom season. The cold weather always lowers the immune system, which is why we catch
more colds then. However, what about if something else “invisible” is lowering the immune
system…. like…Oh…. I don’t know, but maybe the introduction of new telecoms wave lengths?
This is what a bit of research threw up for me:

First epidemic: The first commercially automated cellular network (the 1G generation) was
launched in Japan by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) in 1979 14

Second epidemic: The Captain system ("Character and Pattern Access Information Network
System") was a Japanese videotex system created by NTT. Announced in 1978, it was trialled
from 1979 to 1981, with a second larger trial held from 1982 to 1983 15

Third epidemic: Broadcasting satellite experiments (2.1, 2.3, 12, and 14 GHz frequencies). BS2b launched in 1986 100 W. 14/12 GHz transponders.16

Conclusions
Of course, this does not prove anything because correlation is not causation. It is the same
as saying the wind blew from the direction of China with every epidemic. And yet I am
unwilling to dismiss it as a coincidence. The study that blames the “wind” seems like a red
herring to me. In fact, so does the Covid-19 virus for that matter.

Here is what I think is happening. Whenever they roll out new technology whether that is
electricity, radar or other frequencies it causes harm. We are ourselves “electrical” beings and
the electro-verse plasma model of the universe has merit. In any case it causes autoimmune
responses or “cytokine storms”. The vulnerable amongst us become sick or die while the rest
of us adapt. I think they know this but cannot tell us. It is the price we must pay for progress.
However, even though we adapt we all carry a much higher immune burden and are probably
more susceptible to cancer and such. But what would I know, I am not a doctor? Perhaps
being constantly bathed in an electromagnetic fog is good for you.

And now we are at the stage where the big daddy of them all is about to be deployed. I am
now more certain than ever that this whole operation is linked to 5G. Imagine if one satellite
above Japan did cause Kawasaki disease in children what are 42,000 global satellites going to
do? Bill Gates has said that this is Pandemic one. He said his vaccination was the final solution
(to ongoing pandemics?) and corrected himself when his choice of phrase was pointed out.
We know that microwaves are already used by the military as Active Denial Systems (ADS), in
other words as weapons. This looks bleak and monstrous when placed against the elite
depopulation agenda (websites like deagle) and the Fourth Industrial Revolution (World
Economic Forum UN agenda Covid plan). These are not conspiracy theories but actual plans.
They have told us what they want, and we do not fit in with their plans. I talk to people when
I am out shopping etc and many do not think anything unusual is happening (it is the virus

you know). I believe we are already more than halfway there so many are anesthetized. We
are ready to be led like sheep to the slaughter and the rest will be penned in by the wolves. It
seems that when you lose your spirituality you also lose your ability to think critically.
I will have more to say on this in future articles because I am figuring it out as I go along. This
is a dangerous time for them. They are vulnerable until they completely deploy their control
systems. What sort of world can you build if it is based on lies, deception and oppression? It
is hell on earth controlled by an elite. They have been planning this for a long time because
Orwell and Huxley both saw it coming but more to the point it is a repeat pattern as the
Apocalypse makes clear.
Finally, there is even more going on and this is demonstrated by their obsession with data and
numbers (gematria) and kabbalah (black magic). The elite has become a cult that is justifying
their evil actions with a twisted ideology. Even psychopaths feel a need to demonstrate that
they are following a higher path and that the end justifies the means. After all, you must crack
a few eggs in order to make an omelette. They are of course criminally insane. Ask yourself
this. Just about every crazy theory is allowed on the internet but the one that immediately
attracts censorship is any connection between Covid and 5G. That says it all to me.

https://arizonahomeopathic.org/2019/02/06/5g-a-toxic-assault-on-the-planetary-web-oflife/

We are going to examine what else might happen in upcoming videos. The time is short.
Please spread the word. I know this sounds like a bad dream believe me but I am certainly
not the only one who knows something else is going on. Look what I found on twitter as an
image to prevent censorship (Remember the Economist is owned by Rothschild).
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